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ABSTRACT: 
 Antiquated occasions as Metallurgy. Mining of metals was known even in pre-Vedic period and amid 
the Harappa time frame different metals like cop-per, lead, silver were being used. Amid Vedic period, metal 
(ayas) was mainly of two sorts—krishna ayas (dark metal or iron) utilized amid later Vedic period and loh 
ayas (copper). The Jatakas allude to eighteen import handicraftsand businesses. The Vaishyas created institu-
tions like Sreni, Nigama and Puga to regu-late exchange and stay away from interruption by different varnas 
and create monopoly.Proper principles of lead of exchange were laid by the head of exchange societies, 
known as Sarthavaha or Srenipramukha. The guidelines were called Samay and Srenidharma. Taxila, 
Pushkalavati, Kapisa and Vidisha succeeded as exchange focuses, under the Indo-Greek rulers. Kautilya 
requested that the ruler create measures to stop check of the exchange courses by his most loved men 
(vallabhas). Outskirts watches (Antapalas) were additionally selected. The nearby contacts between the 
business classes and the ruler's court is obvious from the guidelines of the settlement format of the 
noteworthy city of Patliputra. Here, individuals lived in different parts, as per their economic wellbeing. 
Kautilya viewed craftsmans and dealers as large hoodlums and held them under suspect. He requested strict 
con-trol over them, as additionally with the frequently indisciplined outskirts monitors (antapalas). Societies 
of vendors were legitimate ly enrolled and even filled in as banks. Amid Mauryas, most critical exchange 
course was from Taxila to Patliputra. Ships in antiquated period were as a rule of the two-masted sort. In the 
second century A.D., a standard ocean course was in activity for the journey for gold (swarna). Rainstorm 
(Arabic: Mausam) were found by Hippalus (Greek chief) and this disclosure in 45 A.D. that mon-soons could 
cruise ships from Alexandria to Western India in only a 40-days time frame, immensely expanded the Roman 
ocean exchange, because of shortening of exchange course. Muziris (Cranganore, Kerala) and Puhar (in 
Cholamandalam) were significant ocean ports and remote settlements. Among land-courses, the silk-course 
was regularly being used till Kushan period. 
 
KEY WORDS: Location of urban communities, Weight and measures, Import and Export, Manufactures Goods 
and Transport.  
 
 INTRODUCTION: 

The Ancient Indian shippers went from town to town to gather for 
instance, cotton string from the spinners or cotton material from the 
weavers and to move them in town where they were sought after. The 
Ancient shippers earned a benefit through providing the merchandise 
procured. What was valid for string or fabric additionally connected to 
grain as well as material likewise connected to grain as well as fabric 
likewise connected to grain and different items. Before long there was 
extensive exchange or trade of merchandise in the nation. Old Indian 
Trade was made simpler by the development of another strategy for 
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trade cash. Before coins were utilized, merchandise were dealt or traded. Be that as it may, coins were 
invaluable on the grounds that those were anything but difficult to be conveyed starting with one place then 
onto the next. As the utilization of coins expanded, there were an ever increasing number of merchants. 
Anyway coins of this period were unrefined bits of silver and copper with a structure punched on them. 
Exchange was not constrained to little region. Merchandise obtained in the Ganga Valley were sent over the 
Punjab to Takshasila (Taxila) or else over the Vindhyas mountains to the port of Bhrigukachcha (Broach). 
From that point ships took them to western Asia or South India. City is basically a position of trade for 
exchange and business in Ancient India. Business included the purchasing and moving, or items. More 
noteworthy interest of items required the grouping of craftsmans in the towns of Ancient India. 
Specialization prompted capability and ability in the artworks. It likewise empowered craftsmans chipping 
away at a specific specialty to live in a similar piece of the town, which encouraged the getting of crude 
materials or pitching the completed item to shippers. 
 
Trade and Commerce system in Ancient India: 
 Location of Cities. 
 The biggest urban communities and towns are arranged along real stream frameworks and 
waterfront regions where individuals could control the development of merchandise and crude materials 
along the exchange courses. Based on gigantic mud-constructed stages high over the floodwaters, the urban 
communities had a vantage point from which to see the encompassing fields. Watch towers worked along 
the city dividers could give posts to flag the methodology of riverboats and convoys.  
 
 Period of Trade - and weather considerations  
 Overland exchange would have been embraced after the storm downpours are finished. Ocean 
borne exchange would have been resolved completely by the rainstorm winds. The upper east storm winds 
would have supported the entry of vessels towards the Red Sea from May to June while the south-easterly 
breezes in August would have given breeze capacity to the arrival venture. After August the boats would 
have been occupied with waterfront movement. A large number of the boats would most likely have jumped 
along the Makran drift and after that cruised to the Persian Gulf to the port urban communities of 
Mesopotamia. 
 
 Other groups  
 Copyists, riests, Administrators, Sweepers, Farmers, Caravan-pioneers, Traders. 
 
Weights and Measures: 
Cubic weights are produced using grouped graph or other designed stone  
 Doubling from 1 : 2 : 4 : 8 :16 : 32 : 64 then going to 160 then in decimal products of 16 when the 

following biggest weights have a proportion of 160, 200 and 320. The following set comprises of 1600, 
3200, 6400, 8000 and 12,800.  

 The biggest weight found at Mohenjo-Daro is 10,865 grams  
 Measures comprised of a cubit (52 cm) and the long foot (33.5 cm) 
 

Seals Information on seals comprises of Animal before a question, i.e. a trough or standard; 
Ideograms comprise of letters and numerals.  

Neighborhood exchange was fundamentally centered around providing the urban communities with 
sustenance and the crude materials for delivering apparatuses, status protests and exchange merchandise.  

Ocean exchange was likely heaviest with Oman since various Indus ancient rarities have been found 
in Oman. Exchange was directed through a bargain framework and an equal trade of merchandise for 
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administrations and most likely through the trading of institutionalized arrangement of cubical stone 
weights. The littler weights could have been utilized for tax collection. 

 
Imports & Exports of trade system in ancient India: 

 
Manufactured Goods  
 Carved chlorite containers:     Baluchistan and Iran 
 Green schist containers:          Baluchistan and Iran 
 Fuchsite containers:                Baluchistan and Afghanistan 
 Carnelian beads:   Mesopotamia 
 Shell inlays:   Mesopotamia 
 Shell bangles:   Mesopotamia 
 Lapis lazuli:    Mesopotamia 
 Clarified Butter:   Oman 
 Pickled vegetables:   Oman 
 Pickled fruits:   Oman 
 Honey:   Oman 
 Chert weights:   Oman 
 Wine:    Oman 

 
 
 
 

Raw Materials 
s.no. Material name Imports Exports 
1 Gold Afghanistan , Karnataka Mesopotamia 
2 Silver Afghanistan , Iran Mesopotamia 
3 Copper Oman, Baluchistan, Rajasthan - 
4 Lead East or south India - 
5 Lapis lazuli Baluchistan and Afghanistan - 
6 Fuchsite             Northern Karnataka             - 
7 Amethyst Maharashtra - 
8 Chalcedony Baluchistan ,Gujarat - 
9 Carnelian:             Baluchistan ,Gujarat                                    - 
10 Jade             Central Asia             - 
11 Turquoise Baluchistan and Iran - 
12 Shell             Gujarat, Karachi                                     - 
13 Ivory:  Gujarat and Punjab Oman 
14 Mother of Pearl             Oman             - 
15 Wool             Mesopotamia             - 
16 Incense Mesopotamia - 
17 Bronze - Mesopotamia 
18 Indigo - Oman 
19 Wood - Oman 
20 Livestock - Oman 
21 Grain - Oman 
22 Fresh fruit - Oman 
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Manufactured Objects : 
 

s.no. Material  Objects  
1 Gold Beads, pendants, amulets, brooches, needles, ornaments 
2 Silver large utensils, buckles 
3 Ivory Combs, carved cylinders (for seals, small sticks and pins) 
4 Shell Beads, bracelets, decorative inlays 
5 Steatite beads Bracelets, buttons, vessels, faience, amulets, sealing’s 
6 Faience bangles Rings, miniature animals, pots 
7 Terracotta Animals, toy carts, whistles, rattles, birds and animals, gamesmen, discs, 

beads 
8 Agate Beads  
9 Carnelian Beads 

Manufacturing Areas: 
Kalibangan , Saraikhola ,Chanhudaro, Dholavira , Lothal, Mehergarh  
 
Mode of Transport:  
 Level bottomed pontoons and pontoons on streams were utilized for exchanging. These water crafts 
would have conveyed a large portion of the exchange products all over the Indus Valley. Human doormen 
pulling the water crafts from the riverbank most likely helped the excursion upriver. Long paddles and sails 
produced using mat or overwhelming cotton fabric would likewise have been utilized.  
 Two wheel bullock trucks were utilized for substantial transport over the fields. These trucks were made 

in five unique styles, which were presumably utilized by various segments of the populace. They would 
have been made of wood with calfskin and ligament ties for the saddles.  

 Pack creatures included bulls, sheep and goats  
 Sea-going vessels would have had sails and a bottom.  

 
Harappan Ports:  
 Lothal, Sutkagen-dor, Sotka-koh, Balakot   

 
CONCLUSION: 
              City is basically a position of trade for exchange and business in Ancient India. Business included the 
purchasing and moving, or items. More noteworthy interest of items required the centralization of 
craftsmans in the towns of Ancient India. Specialization prompted capability and ability in the artworks. It 
additionally empowered craftsmans taking a shot at a specific art to live in a similar piece of the town, which 
encouraged the acquiring of crude materials or pitching the completed item to shippers. In the field of 
industry the most established one is that of material. The calling of weavers, dyers, tailors and so on are 
referenced by the contemporary writing. Working in metal was additionally extremely famous amid that 
period. A few focuses of metal industry were renowned. Saurastra (Gujarat) was renowned for its ringer 
metal industry while Vanga (Bengal) was known for its tin industry. The exchange with South East Asia 
expanded immensely amid this period. The Arab, Chinese and Indian sources notice the stream of exchange 
among east and west through India. Indian fares comprised of cotton, shoe wood, camphor, metals, valuable 
and semi valuable stones, pearls and so forth. In the rundown of imported things, ponies were the most 
critical. The best type of steeds were foreign made from Central and Western Asia. 
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